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Welcome!

I am a mother, a wife, a pediatrician in academic medicine, and a certified

Physician Coach.  Before coaching, I was exhausted, frustrated by the medical

system and academics, and feeling powerless to make change. Through

coaching, I’ve become more productive, connected, and joyful in my life and

career – and I work fewer hours than before. 

 

Change is possible. Happiness is available to you now. 

 

I am so excited to help you reclaim your time, your joy, and your power so that

you can live intentionally and achieve your goals.

Ilse Larson, MD

http://www.ilselarsoncoaching.com/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100076211196628
https://www.instagram.com/ilselarsoncoaching/
mailto:ilselarsoncoaching@gmail.com


a word about Productivity

Before coaching, I often found myself feeling overworked and overwhelmed. My ever-growing to-do

list seemed to have a life of its own; as soon as I tackled one item, 3 more would inevitably arise.

New tasks seemed to come at me from all sides – the in-basket of our electronic medical record,

my personal and work emails, text messages from my husband, requests from my boss, my

children, my parents, my friends. I perpetually felt behind, unfinished, and out of control. I was busy –

at work and at home – but never seemed to be able to get ahead of my to-do list or to take the time

for projects that moved me towards my larger goals or for rest, connection, and play. 

I am delighted to share with you 5 steps that I’ve used (and still use!) to calm the overwhelm and

work smarter so that you can spend more time doing what you love. 
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It is key to remember that the point of improving productivity is NOT

so that you cram more and more “busy-ness” into your day. Instead,

these steps will help you focus on the things that are important to

you so that you can live with more intention and joy. 



productivity
5 Steps to Greater

 Download1

Anticipate 4

Schedule3

Edit2

Get it Done5
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Download
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#1
Holding your list of to-dos in your mind is never a good idea. The longer your mental list, the

more likely you are to forget a key ingredient at the grocery store, you mother’s birthday, or

the deadline for that grant application. Even if you do manage to keep everything organized

and on track in your mind, this requires a tremendous amount of mental energy – energy that

could (and should!) be spent dreaming, creating, and connecting. It is crucial to get your to-do

list out of your mind and store it somewhere else. I use pen & paper, but there are many

electronic platforms and apps you could use if you prefer.

Take some time and TRULY empty your mind at regular intervals. I do a download weekly and

also whenever I find myself slipping back into overwhelm with thoughts that I have “too much

to do”. 

When you think your list is complete, keep asking yourself “what else?” Write down ALL of your

tasks – big, small, and in between. Most people find tangible relief with this step alone!
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TO DO Download
 

Use this space to empty your mind!
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edit
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#2
Go through each item on your list and ask yourself – “do I want to do this?” “Do I REALLY want to

spend my precious time/energy/emotion on this task?” Be honest with yourself. And if the answer

is “no” – CROSS. IT. OFF. Seriously.  

Here’s a secret that nobody talks about. You don’t HAVE to do anything you don’t want to do. Really.

You don’t HAVE to sign your progress notes within 24 hours of the patient encounter. You don’t

HAVE to pay taxes. You don’t HAVE to pick your kids up at daycare. You don’t HAVE to reply to that

email or give that lecture or return that phone call. Every single task is a choice. 

Now, there may be undesirable consequences associated with not doing a particular task (daycare

may charge you $5/min when you’re late for pickup, you may receive a fine for not paying taxes,

your boss may penalize you for unsigned progress notes) but completing each of these tasks is a

CHOICE that is within your power to decide. 

Not every task that remains after you edit will necessarily bring you total joy & fulfillment. But

everything that survives the edit should be on the list because you are CHOOSING to do.  For

example, I choose to buy toilet paper because I like having it in the house – not because I

particularly enjoy buying toilet paper. I recently chose to update my CV because I wanted to apply

for a promotion, not because the process of updating the document was particularly joyful. 

So edit your list. Ruthlessly. 
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Schedule
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#3

Break complex tasks into smaller pieces. For example, break down “write book chapter” into

components like “gather list of references”, “create outline”, “draft first section”, and

“create figure #1" and schedule these components. 

Be kind to yourself. First, schedule clinical shifts and appointments (things with a set time).

Then, schedule time for rest, exercise & self-care (and sleep if you have a shift-based job

and sleep at odd hours). Lastly, schedule in your tasks. Remember – it is not kind (or

feasible) to schedule every minute of your day without a break, and it is not kind (or

feasible) to expect yourself to write 25 progress notes and create a meal plan within a 30

minute block – so BE KIND as you schedule.

When scheduling tasks, list the RESULT that you will have at the end of the time block

rather than the process you will take to get there. For example, list the task as “complete

resident evaluations", rather than “work on resident evaluations.”

Decide ahead of time how long you'll devote to a task. If you don’t know how long it will take,

just guess!

Step #3 was revolutionary for me. For years (decades, really!) I’ve been a master of the to-do list. 

 But once I started scheduling, I began seeing real changes in my life. Instead of spending time

putting out proverbial fires and responding to email while worrying that I wasn’t addressing my

growing to-do list, I’ve been able to plan proactively and focus on tasks that are important to me. 

To schedule, you simply take tasks from your to-do list and put them onto a calendar. For example,

you might schedule “complete resident evaluations” from 1pm - 2pm on Wednesday and “research

landscape designers & schedule 3 appointments for bids” from 2pm-3:30pm. A few key points for

scheduling:
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WEEKLY SCHEDULE

S U N D A Y

6  a m

M O N D A Y W E D N E S D A Y F R I D A YT U E S D A Y T H U R S D A Y S A T U R D A Y

7  a m

9  a m

1 1  a m

1  p m

3  p m

5  p m

7  p m

9  p m

8  a m

1 0  a m

1 2  p m

2  p m

4  p m

6  p m

8  p m

1 0  p m

week:
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Anticipate 
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#4
Inevitably, when 1pm on Wednesday rolls around and your schedule says “complete resident

evaluations,” your brain is going to offer you a million alternatives – tasks that feel more urgent,

reasons why this task should be put off to another time, and things you’d simply rather do

instead. This phenomenon is particularly true when a task is something that you don’t love doing

or aren’t sure how to do. Anticipate these objections and decide ahead of time how you’ll handle

them – do you want to schedule something fun as a reward after a task that you’re not looking

forward to? Could you write down ahead of time the reasons WHY you chose a particular task so

that you can remind yourself at the time? Can you plan to complete a task with an accountability

partner? 

External barriers are also a reality in any life, but especially that of the physician. Despite our

best laid plans, patient-care emergencies arise. Children get sick and stay home from school. We

get sick. Colleagues need coverage. Life happens. Allow yourself to be flexible, and give yourself

grace when your day does not follow your pre-planned schedule. 

If you find that external barriers keep arising, plan for these! For example, if you receive a handful

of urgent patient messages each day, schedule a block of time to handle them. If you have young

children at home, don’t plan activities that require quiet focus at times when they’ll be around. Do

what you can to set yourself up for success.
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#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

brainstorm 

#6

Brainstorm potential objections & barriers here, AND decide ahead of time how you'll handle them!
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Get it Done!
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#5
This last step sounds simple, but it is the step where even the best-laid plans can fall apart. You

may not feel positive or excited or motivated about an upcoming task on your schedule, but

that’s okay – you can do it anyways. Remember, the tasks on your schedule will only be things

that you have chosen to do. Your to-do list was already ruthlessly edited. Trust that you had your

own best interests in mind when you chose the task and when you placed it on your schedule. 

If you find that you’re frequently struggling to complete tasks that you’ve scheduled, consider a

few possibilities – are your tasks result-focused or process-focused (see step #3)? Are your

tasks adequately broken down into small chunks of work? Process-focused tasks and tasks that  

are complex or multi-step often cause overwhelm and confusion about where to start. Are you

editing your to-do list so that you can honestly say that you’ve chosen each of the tasks on your

schedule? Are you being kind to yourself when you create your schedule? 
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If you would like support in this process, please reach out to me. 

I’d love to help you feel more balanced, more joyful, and less

overwhelmed so that you can build the life of your dreams!



T H I S  L I F E  I S  M I N E

A L O N E ,  S O  I  H A V E

S T O P P E D  A S K I N G

P E O P L E  F O R

D I R E C T I O N S  T O

P L A C E S  T H E Y ' V E

N E V E R  B E E N .
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TESTIMONIALS

Dr. T.G.

ICU PHYSICIAN

I am a new attending and mother of three

children with a whole lot on my plate!

Working with Ilse helped me focus my

priorities and approach everything in small,

manageable pieces. In just six sessions I

achieved a better time management

process and also got my budget completely

under control. I feel so much lighter! She

helped me consider some possible career

directions and hone in on my preferences

and possibilities. I would not hesitate to

recommend Ilse to anyone! 

PEDIATRICIAN

From practical tips on email

management to big picture thinking on

what's important in life, Ilse helped me to

be more intentional. I'm seeing the

impact in how I take a step back from

challenging situations and put them in

perspective. Ilse has an upbeat, down-to-

earth approach that makes this work fun. 

Dr. A. W. 
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I offer 1:1 coaching to help physicians like you feel more balanced, more joyful,

and less overwhelmed so that you can build your dream life!

Click below and book a free consult to learn more. 

xo, Ilse
 

Reclaiming the Joy in Medicine

READY TO LEARN MORE?

BOOK A FREE CONSULT

http://www.ilselarsoncoaching.com/contact
http://ilselarsoncoaching.com/contact

